Molecular markers and targeted therapy with novel agents: prospects in the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer.
Detection of genomic differences predictive of drug response or resistance in individual patients may allow therapy to be customized to the characteristics of particular tumors. Preliminary findings are that non-small cell lung cancer patients overexpressing ERCC1 mRNA have lower response to cisplatin chemotherapy, while those overexpressing ribonucleotide reductase mRNA have limited benefit from gemcitabine. In addition, overexpression of beta-tubulin III and stathmin can influence the sensitivity to microtubule interacting drugs, like vinorelbine and paclitaxel. The introduction of biological agents which target highly specific intracellular pathways offers the promise of enhancing the efficacy of cytotoxic chemotherapy. Among many promising biological agents is the monoclonal antibody C225, which blocks the EGFR receptor. The addition of C225 appears to induce responses in a proportion of colon cancer patients refractory to 5-FU or irinotecan, supporting pre-clinical evidence of synergistic activity. It also appears from xenograft data that C225 enhances the sensitivity of tumors to radiation and docetaxel or the combination.